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Adelle Davis was among America's most famous and acclaimed nutritionists. This book will show you to
renewed health..." - Los Angeles Times "Almost all sick people, if provided a ray of wish, will make every
effort to recuperate. LET'S GET Good is certainly even more than a ray of hope. get you well and keep
you well.
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Correctly scientific and practiced advice. Needless to say the minute it arrived I came across my older one
but no matter. All the better to make reference to. Lose one but possess the other as a back-up. This
publication saved my life in 1979. I experienced become allergic and was suffering from terrible hives all
over my body for a few months. She . There was no hope for me. I couldn't go on benadryl forever.
THEREFORE I went to Let's Get Well, and discovered that if your digestive enzymes which come from
the pancreas are compromised, in that case your food isn't properly digested, and your body considers these
undigested bits of food "international bodies" and sends out "histamines" to attack the food. I had recently
become diabetic, and have been extremely ill, but once I began taking insulin I was fine--except for the
hives. My pancreas was still in distress.. I'm so happy to possess this handy tool. And yes, the hives started
to come back. So I kept taking the enzymes with every food (it had been wheat products I had problems
with) and slowly but surely within a couple of months I was free from the hives. When I told my doctor,
he stated that they never taught him nutrition in medical school, they had a quick 3-hour summary I think.
So there you proceed. There are many, many other stories but this is long enough. Go through this book, it
just might change your daily life!I also like her fix for scary PAP test. Worked for everybody in the 50's
and forever in the past. I bought the reserve when it came out. Was very surprised to find it was
precisely what I needed to learn.. After one question I noticed that she was asking me about the things

that I discovered years back from this book therefore i purchased a used duplicate for her. Didn't want to
give mine up! Definitely supports whatever ails you Adelle Davis was the pioneer in nutrition and her books
are just as valid now as they were when she was alive. I was content and was proud to move the info
along. All arrived as advertised and in time. This woman knew nutrition! It's a pity that Adele Davis isn't still
alive, because I'd want to get her take on nutrition now that a lot more info is available. She was brilliant,
in my opinion. There's no telling how many doctor visits I've avoided because I read up on that which was
causing my issue, by looking at her books. Everett VERY ADEQUATE Details FOR TODAYS WORLD,
DESPITE THE FACT THAT THE . Feed warmed to babies rather than that soy bean essential oil formula
and give by the glass(4 each day) to kids... Thank you Great book.. THEREFORE I went to the health food
store, bought different digestive enzymes (some are for proteins foods, others for cellulose foods, etc),
and attempted them all. while jogging. These books by Davis are clearly written and provide plenty of help
while, simultaneously, she cautions against too much self-diagnosing. The only thing I disagree with her on
can be her take on Arthritis (she thought it had been mostly emotional) but there've been a lot more
studies on it within the last 10 years or two. I have several copies of most of her books, so I'll always
have one. A FANTASTIC Reference for Better Health Adelle Davis was among the first contemporary
nutritionists and vitamin therapists. The knowledge she shares in this book is essential in understanding how
the human body utilizes the nutrients we feed it. Not merely is this a great book to read, but a good
reference book to keep on the shelf for trouble-shooting problems and illness. Five Stars Had this
publication years ago and used its suggestions many time! of a coronary attack. As I said, the book was
quite old so I was not amazed that the cover was torn but the reserve itself was in great shape. Great
book. I love her fix for ear attacks in babies and children." This book has been very educational. Makes them
sleep well rather than cranky. Definitely supports whatever ails you. (adults also). You can of Carnation
condensed milk, about 24 oz. purified or boiled and cooled water, 2 tablespoos of Dark Karo mixed in. And I
observe that jogging hasn't dropped popularity as a fitness for a stronger center, even though the man
that managed to get famous for "heart workout" died. Attacks gone in weekly or less. Obtain the tubes
out and everybody can catch up on their essential sleep. Now years later I bought the book for a pal who

was simply asking me about things such as, "what things to eat when you are not sleeping well" A vintage
book - first that I read about nutrition. My children and grands never had an ear disease.. it treatments
ADD, hyperactivity and specifically bed wetting. You usually get the reality from Adele.! PAP will be good
unless you actually do have cancer but at least it stops a lot of ineffective hysterectomies and struggling



and worth a try. Take folic acid and biotin with your b complicated for two weeks and get retested. At
least you obtain the reality and isn't that all that women want? I displays how stability and availing
ourselves of "whole foods" is way better for us.Brewers yeast to prevent lines and wrinkles especially
around the mouth area.The insurance companies probably hate this book with a passion.lol lolRead all of her
books on amazon. Superb! Adelle Davis was a ahead of her time. Great supplier A+++ I have been a
enthusiast of Adelle. She is an avid reader and is a strolling encyclopedia of natural remedies. At that time I
was on a street trip with my husband and I developed a horrible bladder infection. Nothing at all that I had
tried previously was working. However, 3 times after trying Adelle's suggestions I was 80% better. Right
now I keep it for reference in fact it is a great read. Could it be cancer or is it a folic acid deficiency. Lo
and behold within 3 weeks my hives were almost gone, and I thought I would stop taking the enzymes to
see if that had carried out it. Current tips even for today....Increase 1/4 teaspoon of powdered
magnesium to combine. As a retire d license d nurse I keep this reserve with my my medical book s.... She
has fallen right out of favor in recent years because she passed away of cancer, but cancer is not caused
or prevented by nutrition alone... VERY ADEQUATE Details FOR TODAYS WORLD, EVEN THOUGH THE
Publication WAS WRITTEN A LONG TIME AGO .Fantastic guide for understanding vitamin deficiency
consequences I've had a copy of Let's Obtain Well by Adelle Davis for over 30 years, and lately couldn't put

my practical my copy therefore ordered another one. An extremely interesting and well explained text. A s
low healthy answer. This reserve was suggested by my mother-in-law. Doctors (the "professionals")
explained I'd basically need to eat rice and lamb the rest of my life. Now years afterwards I bought the
reserve for a friend who was requesting me about things like, "what things to eat when you are not
sleeping well" and etc.. I have been a fan of Adelle. She certainly trained me everything I had a need to
know about cooking with meats and grains in her publication, "Let's Cook It Right. folic acid for good PAPs
and health Adele Davis was is definitely and always would be the most trusted nutritionist of all time.
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